Leading (large) logarithms in non-renormalizable theories have been investigated in the recent past. Besides some general considerations, explicit results for the expansion coefficients (in terms of leading logarithms) of partial wave amplitudes and of scalar and vector form factors have been given. Analyticity and unitarity constraints haven been used to obtain the expansion coefficients of partial waves in massless theories, yielding form factors and the scalar two-point function to five-loop order in the O(4)/O(3) model. Later, the all order solutions for the partial waves in any O(N+1)/O(N) model were found. Also, results up to four-loop order exist for massive theories. Here we extend the implications of analyticity and unitarity constraints on the leading logarithms to arbitrary loop order in massless theories. We explicitly obtain the scalar and vector form factors as well as to the scalar two-point function in any O(N) and SU(N) type models. We present relations between the expansion coefficients of these quantities and those of of the relevant partial waves. Our work offers a consistency check on the published results in the O(N) models for form factors, and new results for the scalar two-point function. For the SU(N) type models, we use the known expansion coefficients for partial waves to obtain those for scalar and vector form factors as well as for the scalar two-point function. Our results for the form factor offer a check for the known and future results for massive O(N) and SU(N) type models when the massless limit is taken. Mathematica notebooks which can be used to calculate the expansion coefficients are provided as ancillary files.
Introduction
quantities. In Sec. 3, we study the discontinuity equations, and provide the recursion relations between the expansion coefficients of the partial waves, the form factors and the two-point functions and solve them subsequently. In Sec. 4, we consider the O(N) models and apply our relations for the two-point function of the scalar current to present results for general O(N) to a chosen high order up to seven loops, and show that these are consistent with the results of [7] obtained in the O(4)/O(3) model. In Sec. 5, we obtain the scalar and vector form factors in the SU(N) models which have not appeared anywhere in the past. The scalar form factor is then used to obtain the two-point function of scalar currents. This last section requires an input of the partial waves as described in the previous section. We then conclude with a discussion of the results in Sec. 6 . In the Appendix, we describe our Mathematica codes, which have been provided as ancillary codes.
Definitions and notation
The scalar and vector form factors are the matrix elements of the scalar (vector) current between two particles, and are defined as [16] :
and
respectively, where s = (p f − p i ) 2 , T a the algebra generators of the particle representation, and a, b, c are the group indices. The leading log expansion for these quantities is given by [16] :
where the f S,V n are coefficients of the leading logs,Ŝ(s) = s (4πF ) 2 is a dimensionless quantity with F being the tree-level pion decay constant.
Unitarity and analyticity dictate that the discontinuity of the scalar and vector form factors satisfy [15, 7] : disc F S (s) = 2 i t 0 0 (s)F * S (s) (4) and disc F V (s) = 2 i t
respectively, where t I l (s) is the partial wave amplitude of ππ scattering, and is shown in [10] to be given by:
where ω I nl are the leading log coefficients of the pion-pion scattering amplitudes. For definitions of the scattering amplitude for the O(N) model see [13, 14] , and for the SU(N) models see [16, 18] .
The index I of t I l enumerates the irreducible representations of (R × R), where R is the representation of the scattering particle. In the case of O(N) models, the pions belongs to the defining (or vector) representation and thus the product (R × R) has three entries. In the terms of iso-spin components of O(4)/O(3) they correspond to isospin of produced system equals to 0,1, and 2, respectively. For SU(N) models the pions belong to adjoint representation, and the product (R × R) contains 7 irreducible representations, I = 1, .., 7 [11] .
Aside from the scalar and vector form factors in SU(N), we are also interested in the scalar two point function between two scalar currents in both O(N) and SU(N). In the chiral limit of the O(4)/O(3) model, this is defined by [7] :
A leading log expansion can be given for it:
where p n is the leading log coefficient at order n, and where B is related to the quark condensate [7] . In analogy to the expression given in [7] for O(3) and SU(2) the discontinuity across its cut is given by:
where the M is an overall multiplicative factor denoting the number of Goldstone bosons arising from the sum over intermediate states. Therefore for O(N+1)/O(N) models, it is given by given by N . For
Relations between expansion coefficients
In [9] , building on the method first proposed in [8] , expressions for the coefficients of the leading log expansion of the scalar and vector form factors are given as recursion relations that depend on the partial wave decomposition of the crossing matrix Ω li p (see Eq.(13) below for instance). By developing the discussion given in [7] , these recursion relations are solved to provide expressions for f S,V n in terms of the leading log coefficients of the π − π scattering amplitudes ω I nl . The solution provided is an integral equation of Omnès type, which although formally correct, is not particularly useful for practical applications. However, the same unitarity relation used to derive the Omnès type solution can be expressed in terms of the discontinuities stated earlier, Eq.(4) and (5) . By explicitly introducing the leading log expansions for the form factors Eq.(3) on the LHS of the discontinuity equations and isolating the leading log at a given order, and on the RHS introducing the expansions of the partial waves Eq.(6) and the form factors themselves, it is possible to extract recursion relations for f S,V n that depends only on the ω I nl . This has been done in [11] , and we have reproduced it as well. For the scalar form factor, this solution reads:
and for the vector form factor, it reads:
where f S 1 (N ) = f V 1 (N ) = 1, and n denotes the loop order. Using a similar approach, we obtain for the leading log coefficients of the scalar correlator, the following result:
Eq. (12) is one of the principal results of this paper, and has not appeared before in the literature.
O(N)
In [9] , the following recursion relation was used to generate the coefficients of the form factor expansion:
where
Here, the coefficient
p are the components of the crossing matrix (s ↔ t) for the amplitude in the partial wave basis. The values for coefficients f S,V n are given in Table  I of [9] for the scalar form factor. The values of this table were reproduced by solving Eq. (10) 1) p+1 factor in the the expression for Γ (12), we obtain the coefficients of the leading log expansion of the scalar current H(s). We tabulate these in Table 1 as they have hitherto not appeared in the literature. We provide values of p n for both general O(N+1)/O(N) and for O(4)/O(3), upto 7-loop order. These values are the generalization to arbitrary loop order n, and arbitrary group dimension N , of the results of [7] .
We provide a supplementary Mathematica notebook ON.nb in which the results of this section are demonstrated. In this notebook, we provide a solution of the recursion relations Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), which can be used to generate solutions to any chosen order n. In the same notebook, we also encode the complete list of partial wave expansion coefficients which can be generated based on the expressions give in [10] for d=4. These are then used as input to generate the expansion coefficients for the scalar and vector form factors. We have a separate module implementing the effective Lagrangian expressions given in [9] that do not rely on partial wave amplitudes. The results are mutually consistent. Having thus obtained the expansion coefficients of the scalar form factor, they are in turn used to produce the expansion coefficients of the two point function of scalar currents, p n . This represents the full generalization of the 5-loop results of Bijnens and Carloni to arbitrary N and an arbitrary number of loops.
Up to and including 4 loops, these agree with the massless limit of the expressions of Bijnens and Carloni. By exhibiting the results to higher loops, we provide a consistency check for the massive results, should they be worked out to yet higher loops. Furthermore, the scalar two-point function has not been computed in the massive case, and our results can be used as consistency check at any order of the massless limit of a massive computation for this quantity should it be done.
SU(N)
Since SU(N) models are considerably less studied than their O(N) counterparts, we recall a few salient features of them. In particular, the two-particle scattering amplitude is given by two functions of the Mandelstam variables which parameterize independent group structures. The leading log coefficients for these functions are denoted in the following as ω nl and v nl . They could be decomposed over seven irreducible representations, ω I nl [11] . Of these, two will play a special role for us, namely those corresponding to I=1 and 5. These are such that their S and P waves enter the discontinuity equations for the scalar and vector form factors, respectively. For the case of N = 2, the seven amplitudes collapse to three and have a direct correspondence with those of the O(N ) model. In the massless theory, the amplitudes that correspond to B and C are the charges denoted by ω and v. Recall that in the O(N) model there is a single change and it has a closed evolution equation. In contrast, the charges in the SU(N) theory have a coupled system of closed evolution equations, and in [11] these are provided. Furthermore, in the large N limit there is an essential simplification. From the evolution equations for arbitrary N for the ω and v, one can obtain corresponding solutions for the ω I which wires in the full crossing matrices for the seven amplitudes, as well as for all the waves that enter a particular order. It is this system that is solved and used by us in our computations, both for the ω, which are then inserted into the relations for the expansion coefficients for the scalar and vector form factors and eventually for the two-point function. The equations for the charges can be used directly in the direct formula Eq.(17) to obtain the vector form factor in general as well as in the large N limit.
An expression for the vector form factor in SU(N), analogous to Eq.(13) and which is based on a recursion relation is
where f V 0 = 1 and n = 0, 1, 2, 3.... We see that this recursion formula generates the entries given in Table 4 for f V n . As described in [11] , in the large-N limit, the full set of coupled RG equations is replaced by a simpler one, ω large-N nl . This leads to a simpler set of equations for f V n which produce the correct coefficient for the highest power of N as found from Eq.(17). For completeness, Eq. (17) is replaced by the following:
and shown in our supplementary notebook SUN.nb to agree with expected values. This result is obtained by using the β-functions presented in the thesis of Vladimirov [11] and is obtained without the use of unitarity and analyticity. Table 3 : P-wave (ω V ) for vectors in SU(N) and SU(2) models. These have been calculated in the Mathematica notebook SUN.nb.
The solutions for the ω and v, for use in Eq.(17) as well as in Eqs. (10) and (11) , are obtained by solving the RG equations, and inserting into the partial wave expansion coefficients of the seven irreducible amplitudes following the expressions given in [11] . The corresponding coefficients are ω i , i = 1, ..., 7. Notice that in Eq.(III-2-51) of [11] , the 1/d I factor should not be present, and that the inverse relation for v n should have a factor of 1/4.
We also note that for the unitarity relation, we define ω S = ω 1 for the scalar, and for the vector the corresponding wave will be denoted by ω V = ω 5 . With these choices, we can now use Eqs. (10)- (11). In Tables 2 and 3 , we provide a table upto 7-loop order for the S-wave of the scalar and the P-wave of the vector, respectively, for both general SU(N) and SU(2) models. We now insert these quantities into the unitarity relations, solve them, and tabulate the scalar and vector form factors to the same order. These are listed in Table 4 . In the Mathematica notebooks we provide, we perform consistency checks by putting N=2 and compare them with the corresponding results for the orthogonal models with N=3. In [16] are listed f S n and f V n for massive SU(N) models to 5-loop order. By taking their massless limit and compare against the entries of Table 4 , we find perfect agreement. Finally, in Table 5 , we list the expansion coefficients of the two-point scalar currents for SU(N) and SU(2) models.
Analogous to the comments we have provided for the O(N) case, the results in the U(N) case offer checks to the published results of Bijnens, Kampf and Lanz and also provide a basis for comparison with a future computation to higher loops or for the scalar two-point function. (10)) and f V (Eq. (11)) for SU(N) models. Table 5 : Expansion coefficients p n (N ) Eq.(12) of 2-point scalar current in SU (N ) models for general N and M = N 2 − 1, and N = 2, M = 3, up to n = 7 loops.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have revisited the issue of leading logarithms in non-renormalizable theories, motivated first by the work of Buchler and Colangelo [6] who had discussed the issue in general, and which was subsequently applied in massive O(N) and SU(N) theories by Bijnens, Carloni, Kampf and Lanz [13, 14, 15, 16] . These considerations were themselves motivated by the observation of Weinberg, who showed that two-loop leading logarithms are governed by one-loop quantities, and a formal discussion is given by Kazakov [3] , which was worked out in [6] . In [7] , Bissegger and Fuhrer introduced the powerful tools of analyticity and unitarity to obtain results up to 5-loop order in O(4)/O(3) theories. Then, Kivel, Polyakov and Vladimirov [8] showed that in massless theories it is even possible to solve for the expansion coefficients of the scattering amplitude to all orders, and applied this to scalar and vector form factors in O(N) models in [9] . Using analyticity and unitarity, Koschinski, Polyakov and Vladimirov worked out the expansion coefficients of the isospin-like amplitudes [10] . Partial results for the two types of scattering amplitude functions discussed in Section 5 (for SU(N)) were presented in the doctoral thesis of Vladimirov [11] . In this paper, that can be seen as a completion of previous work, we have done the following. We started out by applying analyticity and unitarity constraints which give a relation for the discontinuity of the form factors Eq. (9), to inter-relate the expansion coefficients of the form factors with those of the partial waves. We have applied the relations to the scalar and vector form factors of O(N) models and have reproduced the published results of [9] . However, this set of relations has not been published before. They are useful in themselves as they offer an important consistency check on the results. The analogous relationship for the 2-point function, Eq. (12), gives the expansion coefficients in terms of those of the scalar form factor. We have used this to generalize the results in [7] to all orders, and to all O(N) models.
We then took up SU(N) models for which there are few explicit results in the literature. Using the known relations between the expansion coefficients of the isospin-like S and P waves and the relations Eq.(10), Eq. (11) we obtain the scalar and vector form factors; the expansion coefficients are tabulated extensively. The results agree with those of Bijnens, Kampf and Lanz [16] in the massless limit. We then solve equation Eq.(12) for the 2-point function and provide the results for the expansion coefficients in table 5. In the limit of SU(2)×SU(2) all our results agree with those of O(4)/O(3), for which results exist in the literature although often to limited loop order. We have also found a formula for the vector form factor in analogy with those of [9] , which also admits a large N version and is consistent with the full results obtained from the solutions of the discontinuity relation.
Indeed, it has been pointed out by Bissegger and Fuhrer that the discontinuity equation can be applied in the following chain of expansion coefficients of increasing loop order to find the leading logarithms in massless O(4)/O(3) (albeit valid all O(N) and SU(N) models)
and was applied when the first was known to 3 loops, and therefore yielding the others to 4 and 5 loops, respectively. Now, that the former is now known to all orders, the repeated application of this can yields all order results in O(N) as well as in SU(N) models. For vector form factors, the analogous chain stops after t 1 1 and F V since there is no vector counterpart for H. We have also provided systematic Mathematica notebooks that can be used to obtain the quantities of interest to any loop order. As mentioned in the introduction, the Mathematica notebooks we provide can allow one to generate solutions to any order for the partial waves, the form factors and the scalar two point function, and can be used to predict the massless limit of the massive computations done in the past for these quantities, and also for the scalar two point function, should they be carried out. This simplification has been traced to the vanishing of tadpoles in massless theories. To this extent, the continuing reason for coming back to the topic of large logarithms in non-renormalizable theories is to gain further insights into this intriguing issue. There is substantial interest in such theories when going beyond the standard model and results are welcome. The scattering amplitude being the building block of the loop expansion, therefore, provides the analog of the coupling constant, while the scalar and vector form factors expansion coefficients enjoy a status similar to those of the expansion coefficients of the anomalous dimensions.
Thus, we see that in the context of effective theories, complete results for the leading logarithms are obtained, with an essential simplification arising in massless theories. Our results indicate that there is a striking similarity to results in renormalizable theories where a simple factorization of the leading logarithm contributions occurs. Here, factorization seems to stem from unitarity and analyticity, which are general properties of field theories. Also, simplifications occur for large N, possibly allowing to study properties of field theories at large N.
As a possible future extension, it would be worthwhile to study how the cancellation of non-local divergences also provide the same kind of factorization properties. Similarly, the solutions found here may be used to further the study of infrared logarithms of sigma models on Riemannian manifolds [12] ; other related effects may occur in other important effective theories, such as gravity [19, 20] .
A Description of Notebooks
We provide along with this paper two Mathematica notebooks that can be used to generate the results given in the various tables of this paper, but also to higher loop order. These have been lodged as ancillary files along with the arxiv submission.
In the notebook ON.nb, building on the notebook provided with the paper [9] , several formula pertaining to the O(N) models are coded in. In the section "Expansion coefficients of f S and f V using recursion relations of JETP paper", the expression from [9] are coded in to generate the scalar form factors, and the expression from [16] to generate the vector form factors. The section "Reproduction of ω I using unitarity, analyticity and crossing" has the appropriate formulas of [10] entered and Tables I,  II and III In the notebook SUN.nb, several formula pertaining to the SU(N) models are coded in. In the section "Generating the ω 1 and ω 5 , the notebook provided with the paper [9] is built upon by adding expressions from [11] to produce the S-wave and P-wave components of Ω for the SU(N). In the sections "Solving the recursion relation" and "Expansion coefficients of 2-point scalar currents", Eqs. (10)- (12) are entered and the values produced using them are shown to be equivalent to the ones in the literature. The last two sections use Eqs. (17) and (18) to reproduce f V n and its large N approximation and show that they agree with the results previously obtained.
